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Austin, Texas; and soon he was hailing us, shifted us
bodily with our two anaemic beers to his Gargantuan table,
where we were made acquainted, swapping businesses, birth-
places, and ancestors, We were, of course we were, Saxon
beyond belief—pure Dane from Yorkshire, Ulster Scot from
Belfast, something from Manchester, and one Londoner.
Our loyalties (thanks to King George III) were slightly
diverse. But the Breed was there, expressed in various
forms. We jeered at each other's countries, bantered the
Debt, the neutral, and the appointed imbecility of our
various governors. The Kipling note began to sound above
the quick throb of fox-trots emitted by a shirt-sleeved band
to four circling couples. But it rang clearest of all when
we launched (Austin was speaking with a fine Texan elo-
quence) on a high-coloured, ramifying narrative of Mexican
adventure, We sat and listened, elbows among the glasses;
and the smallest of the company took careful note of all
that passed. The Kipling circle was complete.
It was a rich expose of a crowded evening, beginning in
pure conviviality and ending—no one quite knew how—in
the far from Dutch interior of a Mexican prison. The occa-
sion was obscure—a Rabelaisian insult offered to a stranger
Ford left unprotected in the plaza was the pretext. Shocked
faces came and went in the darkness; angry voices rose ;
first Mexican police and then the Mexican army swarmed like
hornets in the summer night; and the revellers were soon
surrounded, pricked with bayonets, and driven, led, and
prodded into gaol, to cling to their valuables with the
clutch of drowning men and threaten nervous gaolers with
loose bricks jerked neatly from the flooring (Belfast knew
the trick). " I made a death-line," someone explained
proudly. " ' Cross that/ " I said, " ' and you're dead/ "
eliciting a piteous " No intiende " from the turnkey, an-
swered heroically by the brick-wielder in his Discobolus pose,
" But I do intend." The night, it seemed, had ended with
a general gaol-delivery and much signing of official papers
understood to embody vows under solemn bond never to

